FXHOOD INFORMATION
MODELS: 240FX, TK1

1. For mounting the FXHOOD, follow the clearance requirements below and the template diagram provided in the box.
2. For installing the horizontal venting from the Aquastar to the FXHOOD, first follow the specified distances and clearances stated in the Aquastar manual under the venting section.
3. All joints must be screwed together and sealed with the silicone sealant that is provided.
4. The FXHOOD is strictly for horizontal venting, vertical venting is not permitted with it.

The approved FXHOOD must be installed so that flue gases will not jeopardize people, overheat combustible structures or enter into buildings, and so that proper clearances are maintained.

a. The FXHOOD shall not be less than 7 feet above a public walkway.
b. The FXHOOD shall terminate at least 3 feet above any (mechanical) air inlet within 10ft.
c. The FXHOOD shall not be within a 6-foot radius from a gas meter or regulator.
d. The FXHOOD shall be a minimum of 6 feet from any combustion air inlet.
e. The FXHOOD shall terminate from an opening window, at least 4 feet below or 4 feet horizontally from the opening.
f. The FXHOOD shall terminate from a door, at least 1 foot above and 4 feet horizontally from the door.
g. The FXHOOD shall not be less than 3 feet from an adjacent building.
h. The FXHOOD shall not be less than 1 foot above grade.

BE CERTAIN THAT THE FLAP OF THE FXHOOD RESTS COMPLETELY CLOSED. INSPECT THE FLAP DURING AND AFTER INSTALLATION TO INSURE IT APPEARS AS SHOWN IN THE PHOTO ON THE LEFT. THE PHOTO ON THE RIGHT IS IMPROPER AND WILL ALLOW COLD AIR TO ENTER THE VENT PIPE AND POTENTIALLY FREEZE THE WATER HEATER. LEVELLING OF THE FXHOOD OR ADJUSTING THE INNER 4" PIPE IN THE FXHOOD WILL BE NECESSARY IF THE FLAP DOES NOT CLOSE COMPLETELY.
INSTALLATION TEMPLATE FOR FXHOOD

NOT SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE, FOLLOW MEASUREMENTS LISTED IN TEMPLATE FOR PROPER CUTTING DIMENSIONS. FULL SIZE TEMPLATE IS PROVIDED WITH THE FXHOOD UNIT

TEMPLATE 10-1/8"x10-1/8"